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Intro 
Candy Hearts is a 2-player game of  intimacy and luck. It is played with a pack of  NECCO 
Sweethearts valentines day candies, or any chosen off-brand conversation heart candies. 
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How To Play 
1) Open a bag of  Sweethearts candy. 

2) Each player grabs a handful of  candies. Remove any that are illegible or broken, and ensure 
each player has an equal number. Each player’s pieces should remain secret from the 
opponent. 

3) Each player takes turns anteing up a piece of  candy. If  the opponent cannot match either 
the color or the phrase with their own piece, then the player wins that round. Arbitrarily 
choose which player goes first. 

4) A card with a verb phrase can be played and the action performed by the player, which 
allows them to take a large amount of  candy from their opponent. 

5) Repeat steps 2-4 until one player runs out of  candy. The player who still has candies 
remaining is the winner 

Rules 
Anteing

1) Each turn, the current player chooses one of  their candies and shows it to the opponent. 

2) The opponent wants to match the opponent’s piece by anteing one of  their own pieces, 
attempting to match the color, phrase or both. 

1) If  the opponent cannot match either color or phrase - the player eats their anted 
piece and two of  their opponent’s pieces at random. 

2) If  the opponent matches the color but not the phrase, - the player eats both pieces. 
3) If  the opponent matches the phrase but not the color, - the opponent eats the player’s 

piece but keeps their piece. 
4) If  the opponent matches both color and phrase - the opponent keeps both pieces and 

get to eat another one of  the player’s pieces at random. 

Fig. 1 

The player antes a blue ‘Be Mine’ candy. The opponent matches the 
color but not the words. The player eats both pieces.

Be Mine LOL
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Fig. 2 

In this case, the opponent matches the phrase but no the word. The 
opponent eats the player’s blue ‘Be Mine’ piece but keeps their green 

‘LOL’ piece in their pile.

Fig. 3 

The opponent is lucky enough to match both the color and phrase. They 
get both piece in their pile and eat 1 of the player’s other pieces at 

random.

Verb Phrases

1) If  a player chooses to ante a candy with ay verb phrase and performs the action on the candy 
to the opponent, they eat the anted piece and take half  of  the opponent’s candy pile, selected 
at random. 

1) The amount of  pieces taken are rounded up in the case of  odd numbers. Take one if  
the opponent has only one or two pieces. 

Fig. 4 

The player antes a blue piece that says ‘Kiss me’. Because this is an 
actionable phrase, they may kiss the opponent, which enables them to 

eat this piece and take half of the opponent’s pieces.

Winning

1) A player wins if  their opponent has no candies left. The winner then gets to eat all of  their 
candy in front of  their opponent. 

LOLBe Mine

Be MineBe Mine

Kiss Me
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Glossary 
Ante - The piece of  candy that a player places, which the opponent must match. 

Verb Phrase - Many candies have verb phrases such as “Hug Me”, “Let’s Kiss”, “Text Me”, etc 
that could be physically performed by a player. 
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